
The pressure to get your content out never seems 
to stop—and the expectations to shorten the time 
to market are growing. On top of that, life sciences 
content is getting increasingly complex with even 
greater pressure to create and scale digital and 
interactive content. 

Throughout the content generation pipeline, 
obstacles can delay getting that content to your 
stakeholders or in front of your audience. This 
situation happens most often at the content review 
and approval stage, which can be the dreaded last 
deployment stop. In the U.S. market, it can take up 
to 30 days to get content approved, and the average 
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number of review cycles through medical, legal,  
and regulatory (MLR) review is 1.5.1

Some organizations have been able to trim the 
average days for approval to 13.5 and limit review 
cycles to slightly more than one.2 Getting there 
doesn’t mean a complete overhaul of processes. 
Instead, you can refine your content generation 
pipeline with simple steps to: 

• Use benchmarking for guidance

• Speed content production with better processes

• Improve review cycles

• Set rules to increase reuse //
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1, 2  Veeva Pulse Content Metrics data, 2021 

CONTENT METRICS DATA FOR 2021

Average Days 
to Enter Review

Average Days 
in Review

Average Days 
to Approval

Average Number 
of Review Cycles

Industry (US only) 11.6 21.6 29.9 1.5

Industry (all countries) 6.9 14.5 20.5 1.3

Best in Class* 1.1 10.6 13.5 1.1

*Best in class customer is considered the one with the lowest average days to approval (Volume: 14,060)



First, use your metrics to draw insights from your entire content management process. 
Whether you’ve had comprehensive metrics in place or are starting to measure critical 
milestones, even month-to-month comparisons can reveal opportunities for improvement. 

The right benchmarking data can give 
you the confidence to shift resources 
to a lagging part of the process or 
identify quick fixes that deliver significant 
returns. For example, if you notice that 
your review cycles have increased or 
stalled in MLR, you can narrow your 
improvements to focus on that stage. 
Your metrics can also identify where 
things are working, giving you best 
practices for use in another part of 
the pipeline. // 
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You can set up standard operating procedures (SOPs) that the team can follow as a 
process roadmap. Bring contributors from across the organization who impact content 
management into the conversation, including commercial and operations teams and 
agency representatives. This way, you’ll develop meaningful SOPs with buy-in from those 
who need to follow these guidelines. 

Once the process guardrails are in place, bring on a process manager who can own 
the effort. They’ll ensure that each process milestone is met and manage issues. More 
importantly, they’ll spearhead the review process, making sure essential people in the 
organization review content. 

If it’s possible, consider developing specialized team responsibilities. For instance, assign 
a team member to work exclusively with the MLR team. They’ll develop MLR expertise and 
even help standardize MLR review comments that can inform future content generation. // 

Improve content 
production with  
better processes

Start with 
benchmarking

Content flows to and from agencies at a regular pace. You may rely on an agency of record 
(AOR) to drive strategy and develop core messaging with each brand in mind. That smooth 
flow can be interrupted when agency content doesn’t move as quickly through the review 
process as content from the internal team. And for some of these agencies, staff turnover 
and lack of onboarding can contribute to slower review times. 

Rather than engaging only when there’s an issue, set up an “agency operations” function or 
simply a quarterly review to help manage agency performance. You’ll be able to benchmark 
agency performance regarding financial management, how they operate in the MLR 
process, training, and onboarding. // 

Gain more visibility 
with agencies
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Reducing the number of review cycles and the time copy spends in MLR is one of the 
surest ways to move content quicker through the pipeline. Getting there requires a little  
pre-planning and working more closely with the MLR team.

���Raise content issues early: Set up opportunities early in the 
content development process to vet content thoroughly.  
Bring a complete mix of people to the table who are likely  
to raise concerns or challenge the content. Also, consider  
adding MLR teams earlier for feedback before content moves 
through review. 

���Identify dedicated reviewers: If you have the capacity, set up 
a core review team that includes a medical reviewer, a legal 
reviewer, and a regulatory reviewer. Having these subject area 
experts weigh in on the language and topics can improve  
review time. 

���Set review timeframes: Thread throughout your process clear 
timeframes that underpin each SOP. Work with the team to 
identify the number of days allotted to each timeline stage.  
For instance, provide a specific number of review days and 
modify it for expedited projects. The team likely works with 
various projects, so set timelines to match content size—
providing shorter timeframes for smaller word count with no 
references versus an ebook requiring several citations or a 
flashcard versus a deck for your health economics team. 

���Consider final use: Whether it’s posted online or added to a 
print piece, the content might need to move through different 
channels based on how you deploy it. For example, events  
with virtual booths can raise unique content-sharing concerns.  
In this case, you could standardize virtual booth processes  
and displays to keep review paths predictable. // 

The benefit of using derivative content is that you can seamlessly lift it from approved  
core content—it has made it through reviews and is ready for a new use. But it isn’t always 
that simple. 

In many cases, MLR reviewers need another pass at approving derivative content. That’s 
due to the likelihood that content drawn from the core can lose the context that drove 
approvals from the original review. The derivative content may lose its full meaning or alter 
compliance language without that context. 

One way to avoid drawn-out second reviews of the same content is to put business rules in 
place. These rules attach claims or relevant core content to modular, pre-approved content. 
For example, if your copy focuses on efficacy, you may require additional copy on safety or 
add a link connecting to a claim that supports that efficacy language. //

Set the rules to 
increase reuse

Improve review 
cycles

T T T
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Key takeaways

Read the 2022 Veeva Pulse Content Metrics Report 
for data and insights to improve your content strategy.



Use benchmarks
Develop insights on your content management  

efforts by setting up metrics to measure both your 
success and opportunities for improvement.



Standardize processes
Equip your team with the proper process  

guardrails to move quickly through approvals  
and deployment.



Include MLR early
Speed approvals by bringing the MLR team  

to the table early in the content development process. 
Partner with reviewers to build templates and  

develop standards for reviews. 



Ensure reuse capabilities
Identify the types of derivative content that  

might need additional approvals and build rules  
to help streamline the reuse process.
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